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A Changein Manner:Hume's
in theTreatiseand
Scepticism
thefirst Enquiry
MIRIAM McCORMICK
McGill University
Montreal, PQ
Canada H3A2T7

The year before his death, Hume asked his publisher to affix an advertisement to all existing and future editions of his works. In this advertisement, Hume disavows the Treatiseand directs all criticism to his later
work. Hume himself is relatively clear as to why he preferred this later
work. In his autobiography, when discussing the poor public reception
given his Treatise,Hume says, 'I had always entertained a Notion, that
my want of Success in publishing the Treatise of human nature, had
proceeded more from the manner than the matter; and that I had been
guilty of a very usual Indiscretion, in going to the Press too early/ In a
letter to Gilbert Elliot, written in 1751, Hume says that "Thephilosophical
Principles are the same in both' the Treatiseand the first Enquiry. He
advises Elliot against reading the Treatise,however, because, he says 'By
shortening & simplifying the Questions, I really render them much more
complete/ He continues, saying of the Treatise,that he 'was carry'd away
by the Heat of Youth & Invention to publish too precipitately... I have
repented my Haste a hundred, & a hundred times/1 It makes sense that
to improve the work, he would improve the manner in which he expressed his views and not the matter,with which he was satisfied.
However, many recent commentators find a change in substance
between the Treatiseand the first Enquiry, particularly concerning the

1 The Lettersof David Hume, 2 vols., J.Y.T.Greig, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1932),
vol. 1, 158
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natureof Hume's scepticism.It is a common view that Hume's Treatise
shows him to be a sceptic at times, but not at others.RichardH. Popkin
says that Hume's naturalismcommits him to being a sometime Pyrrhonian sceptic.2According to Popkin, Hume claims that a 'true Pyrrhonistis both a dogmatist and a skeptic.In being entirelythe product
of nature he welds his schizophrenicpersonality and philosophy together.He believes whatever natureleads him to believe, no more and
no less' (Popkin,130).
TerencePenelhumcharacterizesthe scepticismof the Treatisein similar terms. Hume is only a sceptic at certainmoments, he says. Most of
the time, nature will undermine sceptical doubt and compel belief.
According to Penelhum, Hume says that when nature guides us into
philosophicalinquirywe will be driven to suspendjudgment,but when
these doubts produce anxiety, we should abandon philosophy and
forget the force of sceptical arguments. Penelhum characterizesthe
sceptic of the Treatiseas one who 'is hesitant and dogmaticby turns ...
alternatingfromnaturebetween suspense and dogmatism/ He calls this
view 'quasi-Pyrrhonism'and says Hume adopts an 'off-again-on-again
policy.'3
Accordingto Penelhum,Hume no longeradopts this policy in the first
Enquiry,but replacesit with the 'recommendationof mitigated Skepticism' (Penelhum,126).Penelhumsays that in the Treatisewe are told to
limit the time we spend on philosophy so as not to produce anxiety,
while in the Enquirywe are told to limit philosophy's subjectmatterto
questions that we may hope to answer despite the power of sceptical
argument.Penelhumthinksthat the mitigatedscepticismof the Enquiry
is open to even greaterattackthanthe 'quasi-Pyrrhonism'of the Treatise.
Hume has no grounds, he argues, for his recommendation,in the first
Enquiry,that we confine ourselves to the reflectionsof common life. If
our natures are such that they lead us into metaphysicalspeculation,
who is Hume to tell us to resistnature?At times, says Penelhum,Hume
tells us to ignore reason and follow nature;at other times he says the
opposite. Thus,his position seems inconsistent.

2 Richard H. Popkin, 'David Hume: His Pyrrhonism and His Critique of Pyrrhonism/
References to this paper are from The High Road to Pyrrhonism,Richard A. Watson
and James E. Force, eds. (San Diego: Austin Hill Press 1980), 103-132.
3 Terence Penelhum, Godand Skepticism:A Study in Skepticismand Fideism(Dordrecht:
D. Reidel 1983), 124-7. In his David Hume, An Introductionto His PhilosophicalSystem
(Purdue: Purdue University Press 1992), he says that the sceptic of the Treatise'copes
with his anxieties by being Pyrrhonian and dogmatic by turns, and alternating his
activities/
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David Norton has defended the mitigated scepticism of the first
Enquiry against Penelhum's attack of inconsistency. But he accepts
Penelhum's characterization of the scepticism of the Treatise- he accepts the view that 'the sceptic of the Treatiseis only a part-time sceptic
who cannot always live his doubts.' He says, 'consequently his scepticism is, by Hume's own standards, unlivable.'4 Robert J. Fogelin concurs
that the scepticism of the Treatisediffers from Hume's later position. He
describes Hume's 'general posture' as that of 'a moderate sceptic recommending that we modestly restrict our inquiries to topics within our ken
and, recognizing our fallibility, adjust our beliefs to probabilities.'5 But
Fogelin thinks there are times, specifically in the Treatise,where Hume
'traffics in a more radical version of skepticism.'
I maintain that there is no substantial difference between the scepticism of A Treatiseof Human Nature and that of the Enquiry Concerning
Human Understanding!"On this issue, the changes one finds between the
two works are changes in mannerrather than matter.Depending on what
it means to be a 'part-time' or 'on-again-off-again' sceptic, these terms
either accurately describe Hume's position in both works, or fail to
provide an accurate description of his view in either work. If being a
part-time sceptic means that one can be driven by philosophical enquiry
to momentary doubts that cannot be maintained, then this label applies
to Hume in both the Treatiseand the first Enquiry.But when Popkin and
Penelhum say that Hume is a 'part-time' or 'quasi' Pyrrhonian it seems

4 David Fate Norton, 'How a Sceptic May Live Scepticism' in Faith, Scepticismand
PersonalIdentity, J.J.Macintosh and H.A. Meynell (Calgary: University of Calgary
Press 1994), 121
5 R.J.Fogelin, Hume's Skepticismin the Treatiseof Human Nature (New York: Routledge
andKeganPaul!985),2
6 Those who agree that there is no substantial difference between the two works tend
to argue that Hume is less sceptical than I think he is. For example, in 'Hume's
Academic Scepticism: A Reappraisal of his Philosophy of Human Understanding,'
CanadianJournalof Philosophy16 (1986) 407-35, John P. Wright argues that Hume is
committed to a realist ontology. He says that 'the scepticism which Hume himself
adopted requires a commitment to an objective world' (411) and that 'whatever we
might mean by calling Hume a sceptic, this does not mean that he is agnostic
regarding our fundamental ontological suppositions' (416). Wright argues that
Hume has these realist commitments in both the Treatise and the first Enquiry.
Although I do not think Hume denies the existence of an objective world or tries to
undermine our fundamental suppositions, his scepticism does commit him to being
open to the possibility that these suppositions can be questioned and may turn out
to be false. Although they must be accepted if any action and inquiry is to be
possible, this does not mean we can know that they are true.
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they mean more than that he has moments of unsustainable doubt.
Rattier,they describehis scepticalposition in the Treatiseas being 'radical' or 'Pyrrhonian'when it is 'on/ but argue that this position is not
constant- that thereare times when Hume is completelyunsceptical.I
take 'radicalscepticism'or 'Pyrrhonism'to be the view that Hume calls
totalscepticism and attributesto a 'fantasticsect/ This view holds, he
says, that 'all is uncertain,and that our judgment is not in any thing
possest of any measures of truth or falsehood/7 1 contend that Hume
never holds such a view - he never espouses a version of radical
scepticism.
Penelhum and Fogelin say Hume appears as a radical sceptic in
Treatise1A.2,'Ofscepticismwith regardto the senses/ Butin examining
Hume's argument in that section, we shall see that nothing he says
commitshim to radicalscepticism.His ruminationsmay lead him to be
tempted by, or pushed toward, such a position, but he does not adopt
it.8Nor does he ever adopt a dogmatic, anti-scepticalview. If we look
moreclosely at the scepticismof the Treatisewe shallsee thatit is constant
but moderateand mitigated.
I

Scepticism in the Treatise

1. Treatise1.4.2

Hume begins the section 'Of scepticism with regard to the senses' by
saying that he does not propose to investigatethe question of 'whether
therebe body or not' (T 187).Whateveranswer one provides to such a
question will not affectour belief in body. It seems, Hume says, to be a
universaland unavoidablebelief. It is a belief 'we must take for granted
in all our reasonings' (T 187). Hume's purpose in this section is to

7 David Hume, A Treatiseof Human Nature, L.A. Selby-Bigge and P.H. Nidditch, eds.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press 1978), 183. Hereafter cited in text as T. When I refer to
'radical/ 'excessive/ or 'total' scepticism, I am referring to the position that Hume
attributes (probably unfairly) to a fantastic sect, namely, the Pyrrhonians.
8 Donald Livingston has pointed out that the extreme sceptical doubt Hume describes
is only one stage in the philosophical reflection that leads to the adoption of Hume's
'true philosophy/ He says the 'Pyrrhonian arguments are a necessary stage in the
natural history of philosophical reflection from vulgar thought through false philosophy to philosophy that is true' (Hume's Philosophy of Common Life [Chicago:
University of Chicago Press 1984], 27-8). Livingston has recently pointed out that
many readers have made the 'error of confusing a moment in the dialectic with its
final result' (PhilosophicalMelancholyand Delirium [Chicago: University of Chicago
Press 1998], 147).
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investigate the causes of this importantbelief. The question he tries to
answer is, which of the three available faculties,the senses, reason, or
imagination,is responsible for beliefs in the distinct and continuous
existenceof externalbodies?9
In the course of Hume's investigation,it becomes clear that it is not
easy to explain this common belief. The more we delve into its causes,
the more questionswe have about the grounds for it. Our senses cannot
tell us that an object exists when we cease sensing it. Hume argues
extensively that the unaided operationof the senses could not produce
the idea of the distinct existence of objects. The main point of his
argument is that, given that sense perceptions are interrupted and
discontinuous,we cannot form an idea of objectsthat have an uninterrupted and continuous existencebased solely on sensory information.
Such an idea, Hume argues, must result from an act of the mind. But
what is the nature of the 'act of mind' which attributes 'a distinct
continu'dexistenceto objects'(T 193)?Is it an act of reason,or imagination?
Hume's discussionof reasonis muchbrieferthanhis discussionof the
senses. It is obvious to him that belief in the continued and distinct
existenceof objectsis not founded on reason.10Most form such a belief
without 'ever consultingreason,or weighing [their]opinions by philosophicalprinciples'(T193).If reasonwere responsibleforbelief in body,
some chain of reasoning would lead us to form it. But belief in body
requiresno reasoning;it is unavoidable.
Once we begin to examine our belief in body to see whether there is
some form of reasoning that justifies it, we are provided with further
evidence that reason is not responsiblefor this belief. For the common
belief in body is the belief that the very things we see and feel have a
distinct existence. That is, the ordinary person makes no distinction
between perceptionsand objects.Philosophers,however, do make this

9 'Belief in distinct and continued existence' and belief in body' mean the same thing.
I shall often use the second locution for brevity.
10 When Hume asks in 1.4.2 whether reason is responsible for belief in body, I take it
that he is asking whether any activity of the understanding is responsible for this
belief. Does any kind of reasoning, be it demonstrative, or probable, cause us to have
this belief?
Hume uses 'reason' in several ways in the Treatise,and it is not always clear in
which sense he is using it. Norton identifies seven principal senses in which Hume
uses the term. See his discussion for further details on these various uses in David
Hume:Common-SenseMoralist,ScepticalMetaphysician(Princeton: Princeton University Press 1982) 97-8.
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distinction. They do not think we directly perceive objects. Rather,
reason, in the form of philosophy 'informsus, that everything,which
appearsto the mind, is nothingbut a perception/ The commonbelief in
externalbody is thus 'entirelyunreasonable'and 'must proceed from
some other faculty than the understanding'(T 193).Thatis, no activity
of the understanding,no act of reasoning is requiredfor our belief in
body. It seems that reasonedargumenteven contradictsthis belief.
Evenif reasondoes not generateourbeliefin body, some philosophers
constructreasonedargumentsto justifythis belief.Theyset out to prove
the existenceof externalobjectsby arguing that perceptionsare caused
by, or representativeof, or resemble,externalobjects.Hume views all
these attempts as failures.But even if one accepts the validity of some
philosopher's argument to justify belief in body, it remains clear that
such reasoningis not responsiblefor the belief 'thatchildren,peasants,
and the greatestpart of mankind'have in externalbody.
Given that it is not the senses or reasonwhich give rise to this belief,
Hume concludes that it must be the imaginationwhich is responsible.
Whenwe experienceimpressionspossessing certainqualities,the imagination causes us to attributea distinctand continuedexistenceto these
impressions.We take impressions which possess these qualities to be
objectsor bodies. Hume says that we are led l>y the naturalpropensity
of the imagination,to ascribe a continued existence to those sensible
objects or perceptions,which we find to resemble each other in their
interruptedappearance'(T 210).
If you think there is no theory which successfully justifies belief in
body, and you accept that this belief arises from an operation of the
imagination,will your attitudeto the world and to thisbeliefbe affected?
I take it that at the end of 1.4.2Hume is facedwith just this question.He
is convinced that neitherhis reason nor his senses can justify his belief
in body. How does this conclusionaffecthim?Many claim that Hume's
argumentin 1.4.2commitshim to a formof radicalscepticism.Some see
this as Hume's permanent position while others claim that Hume's
scepticismis of a 'part-time'or 'on-again-off-again'nature.Butwhen his
scepticismis 'on/ such commentatorsclaim, it is of the radicalvariety.
Hume's discussion at the end of this section is takenas evidence thathe
does adopt, at least momentarily,a radicalscepticism.
It is in die last two paragraphsof 1.4.2thatHume reflectson the nature
of scepticaldoubt.Afterhaving 'given an accountof all the systemsboth
popular and philosophical,with regard to externalexistences/ Hume
says he must give 'vent to a certainsentiment'(T 217).Having firstsaid
at the beginning of 1.4.2that one cannotdoubt thatbodies exist, he says
thathe is now 'inclin'dto reposeno faithat all in [his]senses/ Forhe has
discovered that his belief in body is not a result of sensation,or reason,
but due, rather,to a certainoperationof the imagination.Why should
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he have confidencein a belief that results from 'such trivialqualitiesof
the fancy?'Itis the coherenceand constancyof ourperceptionsthatcause
us to believe in body, even though, says Hume, 'these qualities of
perceptions have no perceivable connexion' with external existence.
Hume finds no solace in the theories that philosophers offer to justify
ourbelief in body. He says thatthey recognizethatour sense perceptions
are not continuous and distinct from our minds, but, because belief in
body is so strong, they 'arbitrarilyinvent a new set of perceptions,to
which they attributethese qualities'(T 218).
Afterreviewing his findings about the systems meant to justifybelief
in body, Hume asks:'Whatthen can we look for from this confusionof
groundlessand extraordinaryopinionsbut errorand falsehood?'At the
beginning of 1.4.2, Hume said that it makes no sense to question the
veracityof belief in body, given thatit is a beliefwe must takeforgranted
in all our reasoning.But it seems his explorationof the causes of this
beliefhave led him to questionit. It seems thathe ends up doubtingwhat
he thought indubitable.He is tempted to give up his belief in body
because of its seemingly dubious foundation.But what is the natureof
this doubt?Hume calls this doubtwhich temptshim to give up his belief
in body a 'malady.'Thetemptationis not,however,long-lasting,because
as soon as we act, in going about the business of life, we shall need to
believe in externalexistenceand have no problemdoing so.
After one reflects on the nature of belief in body one might well be
inclinedtowardscepticaldespairwhereinone ceases to have confidence
in the well-foundednessof this belief. Some philosopherswho do reflect
on the natureof this belief and who concludethatthereis no justification
for the 'vulgar'belief that we directlyperceive objectsavoid scepticism
by dogmatically insisting that there are external objects to which our
impressions somehow correspond.Hume is not tempted to take this
route. He is, however, tempted by radicalscepticism.He says that 'the
scepticaldoubt arisesnaturallyfrom a profoundand intense reflection'
on such subjectsas the one discussed in 1.4.2.The scepticaldoubt that
he here refersto is the one he has called a 'malady'because it can lead
one to a 'total'scepticismwhich views all as uncertain,and so advocates
the suspense of all judgment.
Hume does not recommend that we strive to maintain this radical
doubt. He thinks, in fact, that such a thing is neither possible nor
desirable.At the end of 1.4.2,Hume is nearly driven to a radicalscepticism wherebeliefin the externalworld is suspended.And yet he is aware
that such scepticismcannot endure. But are there only two alternatives
for one who realizesthathis belief in the externalworld is on such shaky
grounds - that is, to either embracea dogmatic and confused philosophical theory, or a scepticismthat doubts the existence of objects?In
1.4.2,we receive a full theoreticalaccountof how belief in body arises.
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There is little discussion, however, of any satisfying alternativeto the
recognitionthatbeliefin body in not founded on reason.Hume says only
that 'carelessnessand inattention'offer a remedy for the scepticalmalady. Once you cease to engage in profound reflectionson this subject,
you must believe in an externalworld.
It is these last two paragraphsthat lead commentatorsto view Hume
as a part-timesceptic.Becauseof theirpersonaltone, it is often assumed
that Hume does adopt, at least for a time, a radicalscepticism.But all
that Hume describesin these paragraphsis a feeling brought about by
deep reflection.He has described a common feeling, one of confusion
and anxiety.Butthis feelingneed not lead one to adopt 'total'scepticism
where all belief is suspended. In 1.4.2 Hume is not explicit about the
beneficialeffects of scepticaldoubt. He does not discuss the benefits of
having a philosophicallymodest attitude,nor does he link such modesty
to scepticism.This is because the only mention of scepticismin 1.4.2is
of the total,or radical,kind.ThemistakethatPenelhumand othersmake
is to suppose that Hume ever endorses such scepticism. He does not;
Hume has only describeda temptation,and one that should be resisted.
WhatHume suggests we resistis the temptationto suspendbelief,and
the temptation to give up inquiry because of one's inability to justify
beliefs.We know thatHume thinksinquiryshould continue,despite the
doubts to which reflectionhas led him. Forthis is what he tells us he is
going to do. Despite his feelings at the end of 1.4.2, he will go on to
examineancientand modernphilosophicalsystems and discuss the soul
and personalidentity.Buthe need not 'turnoff his scepticismwhen he
pursues these topics, or in the courseof his everyday life. Rather,he can
be a sceptic on a full-time basis if the scepticism he adopts is more
moderate.In Treatise1.4.7,we see that recognizingthe ultimatefragility
of our epistemicpracticescan have importantand positive implications.
In this section,as in 1.4.2,it may appearas if Hume ends up as a kind of
on-again-off-again,or part-time, sceptic. For, in both places, Hume
describesa doubt which seizes him with intensityat some momentsand
then leaves when the intense reflectionceases. One possible effectof the
recognitionof fragilityis that one may try to embracea radicalform of
scepticism.But this need not be the last or only effect.We have already
seen that one can dogmaticallyinsist that theremust be externalobjects
to which our perceptionscorrespond,thatis, one can endorsethe theory
of double existence. In 1.4.7, we see an alternativeeffect that intense
reflectionand sceptical doubts could have. This section makes it clear
thatthe scepticismHume actuallyadopts is not the kind describedat the
end of 1.4.2.Hume's own brandof scepticismcan be permanentlyheld
and if so held will be useful in life and philosophicalinquiry.
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2. Treatise1.4.7

When Hume reflects,as he does in the first five pages of 1.4.7, on the
fallible nature of his faculties, the crucial role of the imagination in
forming importantbeliefs, the contradictorynature of our beliefs, and
the impossibilityof any refinedreflectionsaving us from these difficulties, he is temptedto embracea scepticismendorsedby the most 'fantastic' sceptics.He says:
The intense view of these manifold contradictions and imperfections in human
reason has so wrought upon me, and heated my brain, that I am ready to reject all
reasoning, and can look upon no opinion even as more probable or likely than
another.... [I] begin to fancy myself in the most deplorable condition imaginable,
inviron'd with the deepest darkness, and utterly depriv'd of the use of every
member and faculty. (T 268-269)

In the paragraphfollowing, Hume tells us that 'most fortunately'it
happens that nature cures him of this 'philosophicalmelancholy' by
either 'relaxing this bent of mind' or 1>ysome avocation, and lively
impression of [his] senses.' When Hume becomes engaged in life, the
doubts that lead him to such a deplorable state cannot be sustained.
WhenHume is engaged in 'the common affairsof life' his philosophical
speculations'appearso cold, and strain'dand ridiculous.'They seem to
have no influenceon him at all.
Thisdiscussionof the influencethatscepticalconsiderationscan have
at one time, and their complete lack of influence at another,may seem
to be evidence that Hume is a kind of on-again-off-againsceptic.Forhe
says he finds himself in the depths of scepticism,'in the most deplorable
conditionpossible/ and he then tells us that this feeling passes as soon
as he resumesa life of action.Butif we follow Hume throughthe rest of
1.4.7,we discoverthata true sceptic- while maintaininghis scepticism
- will not allow deep reflectionto lead him to a life of inaction,nor will
he ignore the conclusionsof such reflection.A true scepticwill not turn
his scepticismoff when he leaves his study:in 'all the incidentsof life we
ought still to preserveour scepticism'(T270).Whatmust be made clear
is how sceptical reasoning can affect us in both a lasting and positive
way.
If in the courseof everydaylife, Hume, a personwho has been pushed
into a state of anxiety or despair by deep reflection,thinks about the
deplorablestate arrivedat while studying philosophy,he is likely to ask
why he should ever engage in such an activity:What end could such
reflectionserve?If you canneverbe sure of the truthof your conclusions,
and you arestruckby the forceof the scepticalargumentsyou encounter,
what justifies continuing inquiry? It seems to lead only to pain and
solitude.
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The view that one should shun reflectionbecause nothing good or
useful can come of it does not becomea truesceptic,accordingto Hume.
If one is to preserveone's scepticism'in all the incidentsof life/ one will
not come to this extremeconclusion.Forif you areabsolutelycertainthat
delving into philosophical subjectsis useless, that no opinion is more
likely thananother,you arenot being sceptical.Thisis surelya largepart
of what Hume meanswhen he says 'a truescepticwill be diffidentin his
philosophicaldoubts, as well as his philosophicalconviction'(T 273).If
you are interested in seeking answers to difficult philosophical questions, the recognitionthat you will never be sure that your answers are
correctshould not impede investigation into subjectsof interest.One
who continues to study philosophy when the inclinationarises, Hume
says, is more 'truly sceptical'than one who is 'so over-whelm'[d]with
doubts and scruples,as totally to rejectit.' One who rejectsall study of
philosophy is clearlynot being diffidentof his philosophicaldoubts,but
is certainof the uselessness of philosophy and, paradoxically,certainof
the truthof Pyrrhonism.
So when Hume begins to despair of making progress, given the
conclusionshe has come to in BookOne of the Treatise,
he is driftingaway
from'truescepticism.'He is being temptedinto a dogmaticpositionthat
concludes such things as all one's beliefs are equally groundless, one
should assent to no opinion, and one should not philosophize. But in
1.4.7,as in 1.4.2,Hume is merelytemptedto adoptthisposition.He admits
that it has a lure when he is engaged in deep reflection.Yet he realizes
thata truescepticwill not abandonphilosophy.If you arecurious,if you
have a desire to investigate and to reflect,there is no reasonwhy such
reflectionshould stop. Perhapsit will serve no purpose. But perhapsit
will.
The rest of 1.4.7 describes some uses of philosophicalinvestigation.
Hume has a curiosityto l>eacquaintedwith the principlesof moralgood
and evil, the nature and foundation of government, and the cause of
those several passions and inclinations,which actuateand govern me'
(T271),and he will spend the restof the Treatiseinvestigatingtheseideas.
We have seen thata 'truesceptic'should not avoid such an investigation.
ButHume does not undertakesuch an investigationjustbecausehe feels
like it. He sees that the learned world is in 'deplorable ignorance'
concerning the principles upon which people proceed when making
moral,aesthetic,and intellectualjudgments.He does not find the results
of recent studies of the passions and inclinationsthat govern human
beings to be satisfactoryand he thinks that his investigationinto such
subjects can contribute to the 'instructionof mankind.' He hopes to
replace the tenuous, though 'specious and agreeable'hypotheses that
philosophersembracewith 'a system or set of opinions, which ... might
at least be satisfactoryto the human mind, and might stand the test of
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the most criticalexamination/ He knows such a system will be limited
in what it can accomplish.But he can still hope to increaseour understanding of human experienceby offering better explanationsof phenomena than have hitherto been given. If Hume's views of the
phenomenahelp us to understandhuman nature,then he is successful
in his project.He says that his 'only hope is, that [he] may contributeto
the advancementof knowledge,by giving in some particularsa different
turn to the speculationsof philosophers'(T 273).
We can see, then, that Hume's more general philosophicalaims are
not in conflict with the sceptical conclusions arrived at in Book One.
These conclusions tell us that our most basic beliefs are grounded in
principles that lack rational foundation, and that abstractreasoning
cannotassureus of any solid truth;instead it can lead us to the brinkof
total scepticism.Thesescepticalconclusionswould be inconsistentwith
Hume'sprojectif his aims includedfindingfinalanswersthatwould put
an end to inquiryaboutspecificmatters.Buthis aim is moremodest and
remainsconsistentwith his scepticism.He wishes to show the defectsof
other systems and to offer alternativesthat are not open to the same
criticisms.
The modesty of Hume's aims furtherextends to the subjectmatterof
his inquiries.One of the 'differentturns'he hopes to effectis to point out
'more distinctly those subjects,where alone [philosophers]can expect
assuranceand conviction,'and to bring the study of human nature 'a
little more into fashion' (T 273). It seems that a consequenceof a recognition of our fallibility is to limit our inquiries to phenomena of the
human world.
If we considerthe optimismHume expressesconcerningthe advancement of the science of human nature,it makes no sense to view him, in
1.4.7,as adopting radicalor 'total'scepticism.How could such a sceptic
hope to contributeto 'the advancementof knowledge'?Hume's scepticism makes him aware that such an advancementmay be limited, but,
being a 'true' sceptic, he does not foreclose inquiry on any matter,
including whether philosophy can advance our knowledge. And because it does seemto help us clarifyand understandthe world around
us, it appearsto be worth continuing.
I conclude, then, that when Hume advises us to preserve our scepticism he means that we should always be aware of the ultimatefragility
of our epistemicpractices.This awarenesswill likely lead us to be more
modest in our inquiries,to limit what we try to understand.Sceptical
argumentsmake us aware of our ignorance.We come to see that we do
not really know things we thought we knew. We discover that there is
much aboutthe world we experiencewhich we do not fully understand.
And so we shall turn to look at our beliefs, passions, and ideas and try
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to discover theircauses. Butwe shall also be modest in our discoveries,
realizingthey could be wrong.
Hume makes the connection between his form of scepticism and
in the final paragraphof 1.4.7.He says that when he uses
modesty clear
' tis certain'he
like
means to express a feeling of the moment,
phrases
but should be takento 'implyno dogmaticalspirit,nor conceitedidea of
my own judgment'(T 274), for such a spiritbecomes a sceptic less than
anyone.Thisentirediscussionwould makeno sense if Hume were really
a 'part-time'sceptic - if, that is, he adopted total scepticism when
engaged in profound reflectionand abandonedscepticism at all other
times. For if this were the case, he would be perfectly entitled to his
dogmaticmoods. But Hume characterizeshimself as a sceptic simpliciter. He is always aware that his opinions are on shaky ground. He also
recognizesthe difficultiesinvolved in explainingeven the mostbasicand
common phenomenaof everyday existence.
In the Treatise,Hume describes different reactions one can have to
scepticalarguments.He rejectsthe dogmaticresponseto scepticism.He
then describes two kinds of scepticism that can result from doubt
broughtaboutby reflection.One is 'total'scepticism.An adherentof this
view sees all judgments as equally groundless and thus suspends all
judgment.A more moderatesceptic recognizeshis limitationsbut does
not see this recognitionas a reason to abandon belief and inquiry. A
scepticof this kind will use doubtto questioneverything,and to see new
possibilities of explanation.In the first Enquiry,Hume is much more
explicitaboutthe kind of scepticismhe rejects,the kindhe endorses,and
the reasons for this endorsement.Perhapscriticismof his earlierwork
made him aware that he needed to make his position on these matters
clearer. We shall see that we find in the Enquirythe same sceptical
position as in the Treatise,only more clearlyexpressed.

II

Scepticism in the FirstEnquiry

I have argued that in the Treatise,Hume endorses the following claims:
(1) Philosophicalreflectioncan reveal that many of our most common beliefs (e.g.beliefin body) lack rationalfoundation;
(2) such philosophicalreflectioncan tempt one to adopt radical,or
'total'scepticism;
(3) the temptationto totalscepticismshouldbe resistedbecausesuch
scepticismis unlivable and only leads to despairand idleness;
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(4) One should strive to maintain a truly sceptical attitude, which
means recognizingour fallibilityand limitations;
(5) One resultof adoptingsuch a scepticismwill be thatthe aims and
the subjectmatterof philosophicalinquirywill be circumscribed.
We will now see that Hume holds these same views in the firstEnquiry,
In Section XII of the first EnquiryHume describes and evaluates
various kinds of scepticism and sceptical arguments. He begins this
sectionby statingthatif one takesa scepticto be one 'who had no opinion
or principleconcerningany subject/ then it is impossible for anyone to
be a sceptic.11If one is to live truly as a sceptic, then it must be possible
to be a sceptic without giving up beliefs and principles.By examining
various formsof scepticismand scepticalarguments,Hume shows that
a certain form of scepticism is liveable, namely his own mitigated
scepticism.The questions Hume investigates in this section are:'What
is meantby a sceptic?And how faris it possibleto push thesephilosophical principles of doubt and uncertainty?'(ECHU 149) In the first two
partsof SectionXII,Hume describeshow one mightbe led to push these
principlesof doubttoo farand thus be temptedto embracean 'excessive'
form of scepticism.This discussion will confirmthat Hume still maintains claims (1) through (3) as stated above. Part III describes a more
moderate,and hence livable,formof scepticismand shows thathe is still
committedto (4) and (5).
We can come, througha varietyof philosophicalarguments,to appreciate the fallibilityof our mental facultiesand our inabilityto be certain
of anything.This is what Hume terms consequentscepticism,for it is a
consequenceof philosophicalinquiryand argument.This form of scepticism differsfrom the antecedentscepticismof Descartes,which, Hume
says, 'recommendsan universaldoubt, not only of all our formeropinions and principles,but also of our very faculties;of whose veracity ...
we must assure ourselves ... are deduced from some originalprinciple,
which cannotpossiblybe fallaciousand deceitful'(ECHU149-50). Hume
argues that no such principleis discoverableand so, if it were possible
to be in a position of universaldoubt, therewould be no way to cure it.
Such a person would have no opinions or principles.But Hume thinks
it impossible to be without opinions and principles, and a scepticism
which recommends the impossible is excessive. Thus Hume is more

11 David Hume, EnquiriesConcerningHuman Understandingand Concerningthe Principles of Morals, L.A. Selby-Bigge and P.H. Nidditch, eds. (Oxford: Clarendon Press
1975), 149. Hereafter cited in text as ECHU.
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concerned with a scepticism that is a consequence of philosophical
reflection.What kind of scepticismcanbe the result of such reflection?
Hume reviews some of the argumentsof which scepticismis supposed
to be a consequenceto help answer this question.
He argues that the standardscepticaltropesabout the unreliabilityof
the senses are weak. He calls these 'tritetopics' and says they 'are only
sufficientto prove,thatthe senses alonearenot implicitlyto be depended
on' (ECHU151).Thereare more profoundargumentsagainstthe senses
which, he says 'admitnot of so easy a solution' (ECHU151).He is here
referringto the argumentswhich he presentedat length in Treatise1.4.2.
Ourautomaticbelief is thatthereareexternalobjectsand thatwe directly
perceive these. Philosophicalreasoning does not justify this belief. In
fact, by assuming that nothing can ever be present to the mind but an
image or perception,modern philosophy shows this belief to be false,
claiming that our perceptions are caused by external objects. After
discussingthese argumentsin the firstEnquiry,Hume says thatwhether
our perceptionsare so caused is 'a question of fact' which ought to be
determinedby experience.But 'hereexperienceis, and must be entirely
silent' because our mind only experiences perceptions (ECHU 153).
Thereforewe cannot defend our belief in externalobjectsthrough reasoning. We see then that Hume is still committedto the view that some
of our most basic beliefs are neithergeneratednor justifiedby reason.12
Next, Hume examinessome of the scepticalargumentswhich attempt
to show the fallaciousnessand contradictorynature of our reasoning,
both abstractand concerningmattersof fact. One of the argumentshe
thinks most powerful is his own concerningthe nature of cause and
effect.We only believe thatlike causes will have like effects,Hume says,
because of 'customor a certaininstinctof our nature;which it is indeed
difficult to resist,but which, like other instincts,may be fallaciousand
deceitful'(ECHU159).Whenwe reflecton the argumentsHume reviews
to show that some of our most basic beliefs are not founded on reason
and thatreasonitself is untrustworthy,we canbe temptedto an extreme

12 Hume says that the supposition that there is a connection between our perceptions
and some external object is 'without any foundation in reasoning/ He rejects
Descartes' appeal to God's undeceitful nature as evidence that external objects do
exist. Hume argues that to refer to the Veracity of the supreme Being' to prove the
existence of objects 'is surely making a very unexpected circuit' (ECHU 153). For
how can we prove the existence of God or any of his attributes once we have called
into question the existence of the external world? We could not base any arguments
to prove His existence on what we see around us, for we are doubting that there is
anything around us. To rely on God's veracity is to beg the question at issue: are
there existences external to the mind?
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scepticism.Withhis forcefularguments,the sceptic 'seems, for the time
at least,to destroyall assuranceand conviction/ Thisis the feelingHume
describesat the end of Treatise1.4.2and at the beginningof Treatise1.4.7,
when he is tempted to give up belief, and wonders if progress in
philosophical inquiry is possible. We can see, then, that Hume is still
committedto the view that philosophicalreflectioncan lead one to the
brink of total scepticism, or what he here terms 'excessive' and Pyrrhonianscepticism.
Hume arguesthatsuch radicalscepticismcannot
Justas in the Treatise,
be maintained.It is subvertedby 'the occupationsof common life/ The
scepticalprinciplesare overrunby the 'morepowerful principlesof our
nature' and so have little effect on how we actually conduct our lives.
But Hume's chief criticismof excessive scepticism is that 'no durable
good can ever result from it' (ECHU159).A Pyrrhoniancannot expect
his views to have any effect on people's conduct or to produce any
benefit to society. Instead,if his recommendationof suspending belief
was adhered to, 'all human life would perish ... men would remain in
total lethargy' (ECHU 160). But given that we cannot live life while
suspending all judgment, a Pyrrhoniancan only 'throw himself and
othersinto momentaryamazementand confusion/
On the question of why we should resist excessive scepticism, the
Enquiryis considerablyclearer than the Treatise.In addition to being
unliveable,Hume criticizessuch scepticismbecausehe sees it as serving
no purpose.It is a view thatis not conducive to philosophicalinquiryor
practicalpursuits; it seems to condone 'lethargy/ But the doubt that
arises from philosophicalreflectioncan be employed in a positive and
constructive manner: namely to combat dogmatical opinions. It is
Hume's view that 'a greaterpart of mankind'tends to see only one side
of a question and to considernothing that contradicts,or mitigates,the
principles to which they adhere. Exposure and attention to sceptical
arguments like those outlined, Hume says, 'would naturally inspire
them with more modesty and reserve, and diminish...their prejudice
against antagonists' (ECHU 161). Taking a more modest attitude towards one'sbeliefsas the resultof reflectionis adoptingwhat Hume calls
a 'mitigatedscepticism/ According to Hume, this kind of scepticism,
unlike Pyrrhonism,can l>e both durable and useful' (ECHU161). We
should thereforestrive to maintain such an attitude. This, I submit, is
what Hume means, when, in Treatise1.4.7,he says we should strive to
preserve our scepticism:we should preserve a mitigatedscepticism to
temperour dogmatictendencies.
Another 'naturalresult' of sceptical doubts that can be of 'benefitto
mankind'is the limitationof the subjectmatterof philosophicalinquiry
(ECHU162).As I noted above, Penelhumviews this 'recommendation'
as a contradictionof Hume's principles.What gives Hume the right to
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determinewhat should or should not be studied? Later,he repeatshis
dissatisfactionwith Hume's 'urging'thatwe stay away frommetaphysics. He says that the reasonsHume provides are only rhetoricaland do
not constitutean argument.What Hume does say, accordingto Penelhum, 'amountsto little more than saying that metaphysicsand philosophy of religionare too hard.'13
PenelhummisunderstandsHume's discussionaboutthe limitationof
inquiry.Hume does not 'recommend'or 'urge'that everyonelimit their
inquiries;rather,he describes a naturalresult of taking sceptical arguments seriously. The doubts that arise from reflectioncan overwhelm
one to the point of shunninginquiryaltogether.Hume thinkswe should
resist this tendency. But he sees it as a matteroffact that if one does not
ignore these doubts, but, instead, rememberstheir force,then one 'will
neverbe temptedto go beyond commonlife' as a subjectof philosophical
inquiry. (ECHU162).We will be more modest in our pursuitsbecause
we will become awareof how difficultit is to understandanythingat all.
He holds that it is a naturalresult of adopting mitigatedscepticismthat
one will eschew metaphysics. One may not realize the complexities
involved in understandingthe reflectionsof common life, and therefore
think the only subjectsworthy of philosophicalinquiry lie beyond the
world we experience. But once we adopt a mitigated scepticism, we
realize that even our beliefs about the world we do experience are
confused and ill-understood. If philosophy can help to clarify these
beliefs, then it is performingan importantservice. But if it is so deeply
difficult to become clear about the world we do experience,then how,
asks Hume, can we ever come to have satisfactoryanswersto questions
about such subjectsas 'the origin of worlds, and the situationof nature,
from and to eternity' (ECHU 162)?Hume's statement that we should
commit most metaphysicsto the flames is not categorical.It is what we
ought to do if we are 'persuadedby these principles'which state thatall
inquiriesconcerningmattersof factareincapableof demonstration.And
we will be persuaded by these principles,Hume says, if we recognize
the imperfectionsof our faculties,a recognitionthat is the naturalresult
of reflectingon scepticalarguments.
I have argued that Hume's view of the way scepticalargumentscan
affect an individual, as well as the way he thinks they oughtto, is the
same in both the Treatiseand the first Enquiry.Commentatorshave
mistakenchanges in mannerfor changes in matter.Notice, by the way,

13 T.M. Penelhum, 'Comments and Responses/ in Faith, Scepticismand PersonalIdentity,270
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the most substantialstylistic change in his discussions of scepticism is
Hume's driftingfrom first person testimony to a third person account.
In the Treatise,he tells us that he can have moments of excessive doubt
when he is temptedto give up belief.In the Enquiryhe says thatsceptical
argumentscan destroyconvictionand can tempt one to Pyrrhonism,but
he does not say thathe has had such an experience.Given his mannerof
expression in the Treatise,one may conclude that Hume allows his
doubts to overcomehim and is forcedinto a kind of part-timePyrrhonism. His autobiographicaldescriptionsof moods, particularlyin Treatise
1.4.7,can be easily misunderstoodas a kind of on-again/off-againscepticism. Such a misunderstandingmay have motivated his change in
manner.In the first Enquiryhe is much clearer.One can be a full-time
scepticand such scepticismcanhave practicalandbeneficialresults.The
advertisementhe affixedto his laterwork thus directedfurthercriticsto
addressthe mitigatedscepticismhe espoused, ratherthan the excessive
scepticismhe had always resisted.14
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